
113. Another of Mr Karam's key issues centres on the Bain home computer and he
alleges that Police attention to this matter was handled in a way which
disadvantaged David Bain and he accuses officers of serious misconduct and
perjury.

114. It became known at a fairly early stage that a message obviously from the killer
had been entered into the computer in the Bain house. The Police engaged an
expert, Martin James Cox, to help determine precisely when it was typed. The
examination was carried out on the afternoon of 21 June and entailed working
out the length of time the machine had been running since last switched on.
Detective Sergeant Anderson's watch was used to~fix thetime of the test and he
recorded thi3tMr Cox commenced his examination at 1416 hours.192 Mr Cox
performed several steps before saving the message and then attempted to find
the 'temporary file' created by the computer, which would provide him with a
time to calculate from. This was unsuccessful and so another method was tried
which entailed turning off the computer. This was done at 1422 hours.193 [Cox
and Anderson noted the 'turn off' time].194 When Mr Cox reactivated the
computer he realised that the computer's internal clock was faulty and was
defaulting to 01.01.80 (date) 00:00:00 (time).195 The time required to make the
calculations now had to be the time the message was saved. As a result, Mr
Cox was able to establish the computer had been operating continuously for 31
hours and 32 minutes from the time the message was saved.196 Calculating
backwards from 1416 hours, it was determined the computer had been switched
on at 0644 hours on the day of the murders. A written statement was duly
recorded from Mr Cox on 22 June by Detective Robinson [not present for the
test]. Mr Cox did not quote the save time in his statement and said the
constable at the house [Detective Sergeant Anderson] recorded the times the
message was saved and the computer turned off. 197This was incorrect as the
'save time' was never recorded by Detective Sergeant Anderson, only the
commencement of the examination [1416 hours] and the time the computer was
turned off [1422 hours].

115. Detective Robinson submitted a job sheet on 25 June 1994 noting he had taken
the statement from Mr Cox. In conclusion he recorded "Message saved by
Martin Cox at 1416 hours. This time recorded by Detective Anderson". 198 This,
too, was incorrect and he should have shown that the examination began at that
hour. He cannot now recall how he confused the two, but because he had
played no part in the events at the house it is likely he,believed the words used
sufficiently described the situation. He gathered from those present that 1416
hours was a key time but he did not appreciate its exact significance.
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116. Detective Sergeant Anderson submitted his own job sheet with brief details. He
recorded the time he and Mr Cox entered the house [1410 hours] and the living
room [1411 hours]. He then recorded Mr-Cox's comments about the type of
computer they were looking at and how he proposed to carry out his task.
Detective Sergeant Anderson then recorded step by step Mr Cox's narration of
what he was doing. This commenced with an entry of "1416 Push Ese" which
was the first keystroke made by Mr COX.199Detective Sergeant Anderson
continued to list Mr Cox's actions and comments. When Cox went to turn the
computer off, Anderson took care to record the exact time [1422 hours]2ooas
requested by COX.201The earlier "save" time was not specifically noted because
Anderson was unaware this activity would become the key time in the process.

117. With the benefit of hindsight; Mr Cox now believes he should have specifically
noted the "save" time.202 Detective Sergeant Anderson thinks he may have
used the 1416 time base in his own calculations to also conclude the message
was typed at 0644 hours but he did not see it as his task to reach any
conclusion. His function was to simply facilitate Mr Cox's use of the
computer.203

118. When Mr Cox subsequently requested Detective Sergeant Anderson's watch be
checked for accuracy,204 the task was assigned to Detective Robinson, the same
officer who recorded Mr Cox's statement. Seven days later, after collecting the
watch from Anderson, Robinson contacted Telecom and established it was [up
to] two minutes fast. He submitted a job sheefo5 to that effect into the inquiry
"system" and appears he had no further dealing with that aspect of the case.
Mr Karam has criticised the delay taken for the check but it was not judged a
priority in the many tasks being performed within the investigation at that stage.

119. It cannot be determined if Detective Sergeant Anderson made any time
adjustment to his watch in the 7 days before it was taken for the accuracy test.
We have located a job sheet where Detectives Anderson and Fitzgerald
synchronised their watches on 24 June206[3 days after the computer check]
during an examination of Laniel's room. It seems that one of them altered their
watch to conform with the time of the other but it is impossible to ascertain which
watch was changed or how many minutes were involved. Detective Fitzgerald
thinks she may have adjusted her watch but cannot be sure.207

120. When Detective Sergeant Anderson testified at the trial he gave no description
. of the process used to calculate the time the message was saved and simply
said, "At approximately 2. 16pm Mr Cox carried out a numberoffuncfions and
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he will tell you about that".208 This was a perfectly proper and accurate
statement but in his book, Karam suggests the officer committed perjury and that
his use of the word "approximately" was a deliberate fudging of the truth, and
that his evidence was palpably false and misleading.20g Mr Karam presents no
supporting data for his assertion. He is incorrect where he says Detective
Sergeant Anderson recorded that the computer was turned off at 2.16pm 210 and
where he claims the officer recorded the time the message was saved.211 When
interviewed recently, Detective Sergeant Anderson said he recalled being told
his watch was fast when it was returned to him but he attached no significance
to that point.212 He does not believe it was his responsibility to give evidence of
the two minute time difference [if there was the need], because he did not do the
time check on his own watch. Detective'Sergeant Anderson denies he
committed perjury, that his evidence was "fudged", "palpably false" or
"misleading". When interviewed he said he invariably uses the word
"approximately" when testifying as to time because it is seldom possible to be
precise.213 His depositions [prepared by himself] include the word
"approximately" on the majority of occasions when referring to time. When
pointed out this did not appear to be the case in his trial evidence, he said the
transcripts were misleading because the Crown Prosecutor led a good deal of
the evidence and times were recorded by the stenographer as the prosecutor
put questions to him. Detective Sergeant Anderson said the evidence he gave
about the computer was what he recorded [by his watch time] and what he did in
relation to it.

121. Another point to mention is the fact Detective Sergeant Anderson's watch does
not mark individual minutes so any time between five minute points cannot be
determined with complete precision. It should be further noted that seconds
were not included in the time given out by Telecom and this could reduce the
difference.214

122. Mr Cox testified "the message was saved at 16 minutes past two".215 This time
was first discussed with him when he went to the police station to prepare his
deposition statement. Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle, Detective Sergeant
Weir and others were a,bout but he cannot now recall who specifically dealt with
him. The "saved" time was included in his deposition statement as was his
calculation that the computer was turned on at 0644 hours.216 There was no
discussion about Detective Sergeant Anderson's watch being fast. Mr Cox has
bee'n interviewed and confirms he performed a number of functions before he
saved the message and he now calculates the message was saved two minutes
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into his transactions.217 Detective Sergeant Anderson estimates the message
was saved 2-3 minutes into the transactions.218 The reality, then, accepting the
detective sergeant's watch was up to two minutes fast, is that Mr Cox would
have saved the message at about 1416 hours in real time. This was the
evidence he gave. Prior to trial, Detective Sergeant Anderson can recall having
a discussion with Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle, and he believes the Crown
Prosecutor was present, about the time the message on the computer was
saved. Detective Sergeant Anderson said he could not give the exact time the
message was saved because he had not recorded it. If this point had been
pursued at trial, he said, he would have said the message was saved 2-3
minutes into the transactions.219

'. . '

123. It appears the "save" time in the depositionstatemenUor.MLCox-was-prepared
from the job'sheet sUbmitted by Detective Robinson ..- As mentioned earlier this
incorrectly recorded the message was saved byMr Cox at 1416 hours and the
error was innocently continued into the deposition and eventually to the trial.

124. It is not possible to determine precisely who actually "briefed" Mr Cox but it was
either Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle or Detective Senior Sergeant Croudis,
as between them they prepared the file for prosecution. Neither recalls "briefing"
that particular witness, however, Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle, as 2 ilc and
the officer charged with file preparation, accepts responsibility for any oversight
which may have occurred. Detective Sergeant Weir had no role in briefing this
witness.

125. The time of computer switch-on is raised as an important issue in Mr Karam's
book and he seeks to establish that David had not yet returned home when the
killer set about typing the message. He contends the two minutes were critical
to the defence case and that David could not have been in the house at the time
the computer was switched on.220 He claims the failure by Detective Sergeant
Anderson to disclose the two minute time difference operated very much to the
disadvantage of David Bain.221 However, it should be mentioned that a copy of
Detective Robinson's job sheet clearly noting the time error was forwarded to Mr
Guest [with other papers] well in advance of the hearings.

126. In his book, Mr Karam maintains that Colin Withnall was able to calculate that
the computer was switched on between 06:40:07 and 06:42:05.222 That took
itlto account a number of variables, including' Anderson's watch. On the other
hand, a documented analysis [copy attached] carried out for us by the Police
Electronic Crime Laboratory, Police National Headquarters, determined the
computer was turned on between 06:42:47 and 06:48:49 hours. [The most
likely time being calculated as 06:44:30]. The word processor was initiated
between 06:43:45 and 06:49:47 hours. [fhe most likely time being 06:45:14].
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• the delay between turning on the computer and the
system clock beginning to operate;

• the delay between starting up of the system clock and
. creation of the word processing temporary file;

• the deviation of the system clock over a 31 hour period;

• the delay between noting the time on Anderson's watch
and "saving" the message reading of Anderson's watch;

the deviation and the establishment of the deviation of
Anderson's watch.

These recently revised calculations confirm David could have been in the house
at the time the computer was activated. Because of the importance of this issue
a copy of the Electronic Crime Laboratory Report is attached to this report.

127. Those involved have been interviewed and we are confident there was no
ulterior motive in the minds of Detective Senior Sergeant Doyle [or Detective
Senior Sergeant Croudis], Detective Sergeant Anderson or Mr Cox, and that
there was no intention to mislead the court or unfairly treat David Bain. We
reject the accusation that Detective Sergeant Anderson gave perjured evidence.

128. Having said that however, if this crucial issue had been more carefully pursued
when the tests were done and when it was ascertained that Detective Sergeant
Anderson's watch was two minutes fast the evidence would, or should, have
been presented to the jury in a different way. It would have disclosed that the
examination was commenced at 2.16pm according to Anderson's watch, that the
message would have been saved at least two minutes into the transactions
performed by Cox, that Anderson's watch was later found to be two minutes fast
and that the message was therefore saved at 2.16pm real time. The evidence
that the computer had been turned on at 6.44am would still have been
presented to the jury butthe full background as to how that calculation was
made would have also been presented. The computer timing was of
considerable sig,nificance. The manner in which the tests were supervised and
recorded, the calculations carried out and the way in which the evidence was
presented to the jury were in our opinion not totally satisfactory.

129. We cannot speculate what impact evidence produced in a more precise way
would have had on the jury. If all available information had been presented, the
jury would probably have heard the same calculation as to the time the computer
was switched on as was actually put before them. The tests performed by the
Police Electronic Crime Laboratory, and the way results were presented, would
no doubt have been a marked improvement on the unsystematic tests
conducted at the time, but the end result would have been the computer could
have been switched on between 06:42:27 and 06:48:49 hours, the most likely



130. We find there was no intent to avoid proper disclosure to defence counselor to
mislead the court. Disclosure was made to the defence by providing a copy of
the job sheet showing the time difference.

131. A further issue on this topic is that Mr Karam claims it is vaguely hinted in Police
documents that Detective Sergeant Weir was the first to notice the computer.
This is not the case. Constable Stephenson was the first to do so at about 0730
hours on the day of the crimes.223 Later the ~ame day it was noticed by Dr
Dempster when he was in the lounge with Robin's body.224 Detective Sergeant
Weir was clearly not the first to come across it.

132. We conclude this section by commenting that the timing of the paper round, the
time the computer was turned on, and the duration of.thewashing machine cycle
were all very important aspects of the case. We emphasise the necessity for
accurate time measurements to be kept and made in criminal investigations. In
the present case the failure to locate Detective Anderson's original job sheet
may have contributed to the confusion but we are bound to say this may have
been avoided if more attention had been paid to this aspect when the file was
being prepared for prosecution. Data must be processed in a way which
ensures corrected information speedily reaches officers dealing with those
details. We ask that the Commissioner take particular note of this point.

133. This is a matter where Mr Karam sees failings which he believes worked against
David Bain. He contends that if action had been taken speedily and efficiently it
would have been established David had not fired the murder weapon.

134. Tests can be made to determine if a person has recently fired a firearm. It
mainly involves checking suspects for discharge residue blown back on to
[mainly] the hand[s] which held the weapon. It is to be expected in ideal
conditions that minute particles could still be found on a live and active person
up to two/three hours after shooting occurred - provided the firer has not washed
since. On a dead body, the dust could remain much longer because it is only
lost through movement.

135. Swabs taken from David at 11.30am on 20 June resulted in no firearm discharge
•residue being detected,225 but he had washed before the test was administered.

. [There was no blood on his hands yet he had left bloody fingerprints on the rifle
and palm print on the washing machine so it can be presumed he had washed or
wiped his hands to some extent before the Police arrived. Further, David says
he washed his hands shortly after he returned from the paper round to remove
printer's ink.]226 Dr Pryde and Police staff who dealt with David recall his hands
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were clean and this can be seen in photographs taken that morning.227

136. Dr Dempster took skin samples from Robin's hands in the mortuary that night.228

These were later tape lifted and analysed. No residue was detected on them.229

Trace elements were found on both David's and Robin's hands but this was not
given in evidence.

137. Mr Karam's criticism suggests that if the Police had administered the tests
earlier,23o they would have not only confirmed that David did not fire the murder
weapon, they would have established that Robin had.231

138. While it is true samples could have been taken earlier from Robin, we do not
believe the delay necessarily meant evidenceassociating.himwith the rifle was
lost. It is to be expected residue should still have been adhering to his hands
when skin was lifted in the mortuary that evening. The suggestion by Mr Karam
the samples should have been taken at the scene by 8-9am would have run the
high risk of contaminating other evidence at the scene such as fibres or blood on
the hands. It could also have meant introducing other people into the scene,
and one of the criticisms from Mr Karam has been the number who entered the
house. In relation to David the priority at 0800 hours was to treat him as a
viCtim, and provide him with medical support. The samples were taken from him
at the appropriate time when he was removed from the scene. We do not
believe anything significant was lost by retaining him at the scene because as
now known he had already washed his hands.

139. Positive FOR on either Robin or David, would not have solved the crime "beyond
doubt" as claimed by Mr Karam.232 At best it could have indicated contact with
the rifle but not necessarily responsibility for firing it. David could claim he
touched the rifle as he has done to explain his fingerprints on it. FOR on Robin's
hands would not exclude the possibility it was transferred from David if he
moved his hands to make it look like suicide. It is known Robin had blood
smudges on his left hand and on the left leg of his track-pants. Within the Bain
family, this blood could only have been Robin's. It's presence may be
consistent with the body being moved to give the appearance of suicide.233

140. At 1146 hours the Police sought advice from the ESR on the question of FOR
recovery.234 Notwithstanding they were told the maximum period for recovering
gunpowder residue was 3 hours, samples were nevertheless taken for testing.
Even though it could. have been anticipated tests would have proved negative by
time delay and because David had washed his hands, it was still considered
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worth trying. Delay in taking FOR samples from Robin Bain was canvassed
during the cross examination of Mr Hentschel.235

141. The blood stained gloves and the lens found in Stephen's room were examined
for FOR and none was found.236 Discussions took place with Mr Hentschel
[ESR] about the likelihood of finding firearm discharge residue on clothing taken
from David and from the washing machine [green woollen jersey] and
generally.237 It was Mr Hentschelis opinion it would be unlikely to find residue on
washed hands or the clothing. A request was made for clothing for both Robin
and David to be checked.238 The request was considered, however the decision
was made that the difficulty in finding FOR far outweighed the likelihood of
locating any. Robin and David's clothes were examined as part of our review,
even though there has been considerable handling of the items since the
crimes.239 No FOR was found on David's clothing but a particle was located on
the top left shoulder of Robin's blue sweatshirt. This particle contained lead and
barium. Although there may be some environmental source for thi's particle, it is
also possible that it is of firearms origin. The particle was relatively near the
entry wound in the head of Robin Bain. If it was of firearms origin, it was the
opinion of ESR experts that its location on the top of the shoulder is more likely
to have been deposited as a result of the shot to the head than as.a result of
Robin Bain having fired the weapon. Detective training requires the hands of
deceased persons [especially in shooting cases] be enclosed in plastic or paper
bags but we have been unable to establish if this was done for all the deceased.
Certainly all bodies were carefully placed in body bags to preserve evidence and
prevent contamination.

142. Again,with the benefit of hindsight, we find that earlier consideration should
have been given to preserving Robin's hands and clothing for firearm residue
testing. At the very least his hands and lower arms should have been enclosed
in plastic/paper bags at the earliest opportunity. Those containers should have
been subsequently examined for residue as should the upper outer clothing of
David and Robin. It was, however, believed the outer clothing [jersey] worn at
the time of the earlier murders was put through the washing machine. As far as
David is concerned, we believe his consent could have been requested at the
house to likewise enclose his hands but we can accept this would have been an
extremely sensitive issue with a man who [as believed at that stage] might have
innocently just come upon the horrific slaughter of his entire family. As it
trpnspired, David's hands were later tested at the Police Station but the absence
of conclusive FOR was of no significance as he says he washed his hands on
return from the paper round and conceivably could have washed more
extensively before or after. We do not believe the failure to promptly test for
firearm discharge residue impacted unfairly against David Bain or constituted
any serious shortcoming in the case against him.
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143. Mr Karam has made a general complaint regarding the non disclosure of the
ESR case notes of Dr Cropp and Mr Hentschel.24o These were never in the
possession of the Police and if defence counsel had wanted them he could have
written direct to the ESR and requested a copy. One criticism is the non
disclosure of the finding of trace elements found on the hands of both David and
Robin which Mr Karam and Mr Withnall say could have been of immense
significance.

144. As part of the review Mr Walsh read the notes from the original investigation of
Mr Hentschel relating to his examination of an FOR kit from David Bain and his
examination of skin from the hands of Robin Bain.241 Mr Hentschel's
examination of samples from Robin Bain's hands resulted in the finding of
particles with nickel, titanium, lead and copper with zinc and nickel. ' None of

'i~ these are firearms specific particles and he has noted that no FOR [or 'GSR' -
gunshot residues] particles were found. The presence of one lead-containing

" particle would not be considered significant as these are'relatively common
environmental particles.

145. Mr Hentschel's examination of samples from David's hands resulted in the
finding of various particles in which were detected gold, copper, silver or iron, or
iron with nickel and chromium. Of possible significance were some lead
containing particles, barium-containing particles and particles containing lead
and barium. None of these are firearms-specific particles but the latter set of
particles could be indicative of firearms origin. FOR particles containing these
elements would be expected from 'Whisper' ammunition. Mr Hentschel noted
that no FOR particles were found. This is correct in that no particles were
detected which could be conclusively determined to have resulted from a
firearm. However it is possible that many of the particles found on David's
hands were of firearm origin.

;/~ 146. In Mr Walsh's opinion, Mr Hentschel's examination showed there is more
evidence supporting the suggestion that David Bain handled [or fired] a firearm
that had fired 'Whisper' brand ammunition, than there is evidence which
supports the suggestion that Robin Bain had handled such a firearm.242

Alleged Planting of Spectacle Lens

147. This is another instance where Mr Karam alleges serious misconduct, if not
criminal behaviour, in the course of the initial investigation by an officer or
officers who he contends were intent on improperly implicating David Bain in the
crimes.

148. Part of the case against David was the fact that a lens from a spectacle frame in
his room was found in Stephen's room. Mr Karam sees sinister implications in
the discovery of this item of evidence and suggests it may have been "planted"
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to fabricate evidence against David.243 He notes Detective Sergeant Weir
testified to finding the lens at a particular spot in the room and contends it could
not have been there.244 Mr Karam points out it is not shown in that position in
photographs taken before the officer alleges he discovered it. Mr Karam also
draws attention to the fact Detective Sergeant Weir was alone in the house for a
period during the morning and there is no record of what he was doing in that
time.245

149. The matter is confounded by Detective Sergeant Weir's evidence at the trial
where he said the lens can be seen in Photograph No 62. The position
indicated very closely corresponds to his written/spoken description of where the
lens was found and is only a few centimetres away from the position in which it
is clearly shown in Photograph No 99. Mr Karam, however, obtained an opinion
that what the officer pointed out was simply a reflection caused by plastic and
paper lying in that area. The Senior Police Photographer in Auckland thought it
might be an object but an ESR examination at our request has concluded it is
not a lens. The apparent line thought to be the curve of the lens is caused by
the shadow cast by a curved piece of paper and the reflectivity is caused by an
overlying plastic bag.246

150. According to Gordon Sanderson, Forensic Optometrist, David Bain is short-
sighted and generally does not have clear focus beyond a third of a metre.247 It
was established his regular spectacles had been broken a few days prior to the
crimes and were being repaired. It was a key element of the prosecution case
that [at least] at the time of Stephen's murder he had been temporarily wearing
the pair found in his room and they had been damaged while struggling with
Stephen.

151. Stephen's room was a small cubicle [approximately 3.5metres by 3.6metres]248
which was cluttered with shoes, clothing, miscellaneous items and sports gear
lying on the floor and heaped on bunks, and on shelves and walls. From the
amount and spread of blood, it is presumed Stephen fought with his killer before
being overpowered and it is possible at some stage both assailant and victim
could have even been rolling on the floor amidst the clothing, etc, lying there.
Blood from Stephen's head and hand injury sprayed around the room during the
struggle from head height and across furniture, various items and the floor. At
one stage it appears he has been pushed up against the mattress on the top
bun~ shown by a large area of blood at head he'ighf49 and there was
considerable blood on the bed where a good part of the struggle has
occurred.25o This extended to blood down between the'mattress and the wall
thought to have been caused by his hand which had slipped down there or his
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head when it had been pushed down on to the mattress in that area.251 Stephen
ended up on the floor in the immediate vicinity of the ice skate boot where the
lens was later found.252 It was here he was finally subdued and shot falling
away towards a dresser. There were, however, areas in Stephen's room where
there was no blood and items were not seized because there was no blood on
them. It was believed by the Police items had fallen from the bunks and/or
shelves during this struggle. A chair was over turned and bed clothing was on
the floor.253 There was clear evidence of a struggle and it was the Police
contention the spectacles were damaged during the struggle and that the left
lens had fallen to the floor. [David's unexplained recent injuries254 and complaint
of a sore h'ead255 together with traces of Stephen's blood on David's garments
were seen as evidence he was the assailant]. During the removal of Stephen's
body there was a controlled movement of items away from the body to make
room for those required to lift him.256 This prevented any further photographs or
video of the area in front of the skate because it was covered with a poster and
other items. Shoes and other things Cluttering the floor were pushed backward
to make the necessary space. Movement was mainly toward the bunks and in
the photographs the ice skate boot can be seen lying on the floor in front of
them. Photographs taken after removal of the body show a paper poster pushed
up against the toe of the skate boot and this effectively conceals from view
anything which might be lying partly below it. Shoes and other items are
compacted into that area.

152. In discussion with Messrs Karam and Withnall on 25 July 1997, it was their view
that if the lens had been truly found in Stephen's room as claimed [and had
fallen out of its frame during the fight] it would be expected to be at least a little
blood-stained or give other indications of the violence in the room. This also
applied to the frame and lens in David's room. There was Mr Karam said, no
forensic link to David and the struggle in Stephen's room. At the July meeting it
was Mr Karam's opinion the lens could not have got beneath the skate boot
during the struggle.257 He was adamant it had to be planted there. He pointed
out the various items shown in photographs around the skate, including the
jacket, which he considered would have prevented the lens falling or being
reasonably kicked into the position in which it was found. MrWithnall said he
was prepared to give Detective Sergeant Weir the benefit of the doubt but this
was followed by a letter on 1 August 1997 in which Mr Withnall said he had
changed his mind about Detective Sergeant Weir's involvement with the lens.258

It could not, in his view, have got under the skate boot where it was found and
cowld not in his opinion have been accidentally pushed under the various items.
He said Detective Sergeant Weir accepted in cross examination at the trial the
ice skate boot could not hav~ been pushed into this position during the struggle.
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It was now impossible, Mr Withnall said, to accept Weir was simply mistaken
and he was no longer prepared to give him the benefit of the doubt.

153. Detective Sergeant Weir has been interviewed over his dealings with the lens
and he denies any impropriety.259 He maintains he found it beneath the toe of
the ice skate boot after he lifted it. He says he did not actually see it in position
before lifting the skate but, some months later, when he saw the photograph with
what we now accept as a reflection, he convinced himself that here was the lens
as it was before he lifted the skate. Remember too, that Photograph No 62 was
taken before the paraphernalia on the floor was shunted toward the bunks and
this could have influenced his judgment. Even so, the lens was substantially in
the position where his job sheet dated June 1994 says he found it. His
reference in his notebook to finding the lens beneath clothing etc,260relates to
the jacket and other items, including the ice skate boot.261. We believe he
correctly records it was underneath the skate.262 His job sheet reads
"Underneath the ice skating boot is a lens from a pair of optical glasses.
Appears to be left lens and could possibly correspond with a missing lens from a
set of glasses recovered in Scene B, also referred to as David's room. Seized
and secured as exhibit..."

154. Detective Sergeant Weir was not alone when he claims he found the lens.
Detective Constable Le Gros [now on assignment with the United Nations in
Africa] was present and Detective Constable Thomson, O/C Scene Exhibits was
nearby. Detective Constable Le Gros was interviewed when he temporarily
returned to New Zealand recently and he clearly recalls Weir finding the lens in
the room. He says the lens was found under the serrated brake end of the ice
skate boot and was not totally concealed by the boot. He further says the lens
was found in the position as indicated in Photograph No. 62263but we believe
that he too is probably mistaken in that point and that he has also been mislead
by the reflection that is in the photograph. He does not accept Mr Karam's claim
that the lens was planted. Detective Constable Thomson has also been
questioned. As items were being recovered from the.room it was his task to
inventorise them and he remembers the lens being located in the search.264 He
says he was present that evening during the search of Stephen's room and
items were handed to him for recording. He entered the lens as being found
under some clothing/shoes by the bunks.265 He believes the clothing refers to
the jacket and the shoes were those uplifted prior to the lens being revealed as
s~own in Photograph No 99. He, too, rejects any suggestion that the lens was
planted. He clearly recalls Weir finding the lens in the room. He did not
document his observations but he is unequivocal that the lens was found as
Weir claims.

259 Weir Review Stmt Ref.22001b p8
260 Weir notebook
261 Weir Review Stmt Ref.22001c p7
262 Weir js Doc.I0288, Weir Trial pl3l L37 & pl32 L21
263 leGros Review Stmt Ref.22004A
264 Thomson Review Stmt Ref.22006B
265 Thomson Exhibit Schedule (23.6.94 - 2049hrs)


